Basal cell carcinoma appearing in a facial nevus sebaceous of Jadassohn: dermoscopic features *
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Abstract: The nevus sebaceous of Jadassohn usually affects the face or scalp. It tends to evolve in three stages, and the final stage is characterized by the appearance of tumours. We present the case of a facial nevus sebaceous of Jadassohn in which a basal cell carcinoma developed. We also explore the diagnosis of this disease, which was established through dermoscopy, and propose using this technique in the clinical follow-up of this type of hamartoma, thereby allowing the early detection of cancer development.
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Resumo: O nevo sebáceo de Jadassohn geralmente afeta a face ou o couro cabeludo. A sua tendência natural é evoluir em três estágios, sendo que o estágio final é caracterizado pelo aparecimento de tumores. Apresentamos o caso de um nevo sebáceo de Jadassohn na face a partir do qual um carcinoma basocelular se desenvolveu. Também abordamos o diagnóstico dessa doença, estabelecido por meio da dermatoscopia. Sugerimos a utilização dessa técnica no acompanhamento clínico desse hamartoma, permitindo assim a detecção precoce de um câncer.
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INTRODUCTION

The nevus sebaceous of Jadassohn (NSJ) is a congenital hamartoma that usually affects the face or scalp.¹ The natural tendency of an NSJ is to evolve in three stages, and the final stage is characterized by the appearance of tumours.

Dermoscopy is a non-invasive imaging technique that has proved useful for diagnosing a number of skin lesions through the in vivo observation of distinct structures that are considered highly disease-specific. The early stages of an NSJ are specifically characterized by the presence of yellow lobed structures, bright yellow spots that are not associated with hair follicles, and surrounding thin telangiectasias (without branching) in lesions of longer evolution.²³

We report the case of a tumor-stage NSJ and highlight its dermoscopic findings, which were characteristic of both the nevus and its associated cancer. These findings allowed us to diagnose a basal cell carcinoma (BCC). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such an association has been documented using this technique.
CASE REPORT
We present the case of a 30-year-old male patient of skin photo type IV who reported recent changes in the pigmentation of a lesion in his right eyebrow tail, which had remained unchanged since birth.

Upon examination, we observed a 20-mm-longelliptical plaque with a papulose surface and yellowish-pink coloration; these features were compatible with an NSJ. There was also a 6-mm, blackish, hyperpigmented area located on the edge of the lesion (Figure 1).

During dermoscopic evaluation, it became evident that the pigmented area contained multiple blue-grey, ovoid structures of various sizes, both grouped and unconnected, including some branched telangiectasias (Figure 2). These findings are characteristic of BCC, and the absence of evidence indicating melanocytic lesions led us to the diagnosis of this type of cancer. The remainder of the lesion was composed of yellowish globular structures, which were grouped into evenly distributed clusters and surrounded by thin telangiectasias, as previously described for sebaceous hyperplasia (Figure 3).

A histopathologic study of the entire tissue confirmed the presence of a solid, cystic basal cell carcinoma within the NSJ (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION
An NSJ is a hamartoma that progresses to tumor stage in 20% to 30% of cases. NSJs are most often benign neoplasms. The development of a malignant neoplasm is rare and largely involves basal and squamous cell carcinomas. According to recent studies based on large series, less than 1% of NSJ cases show complication. Previous reports have shown that 50% of the tumors that appear within NSJs are basal cell carcinomas (mainly trichoblastomas). Other lesions that have been reported include sebaceous carcinomas, leiomyosarcomas, eccrine porocarcinomas, syringocystadenoma papilliferum and malignant melanomas.

Currently, given the low risk of malignization, NSJ excision is recommended only if this complication is suspected. However, prophylactic NSJ removal before puberty is still accepted.

In the case reported, the pigmentation of the nevus changed, and this raised the possibility of the development of a pigmented trichoblastoma, BCC, or melanoma. After dermoscopic examination, the hypothesis that a BCC was present became more convincing due to the presence of large, blue, oval-shaped nests, which is considered to be a major criterion for diagnosing this type of tumor.

These structures are the histological manifestations of pigmented, basaloïd cell aggregates proliferating in the papillary dermis, as confirmed by biopsy.

One study in the literature reports the use of dermoscopy to identify the type of tumor present in a
In our case, dermoscopy was a useful tool to confirm the development of a neoplasm within a facial NSJ and to determine that the tumor was a BCC.

In conclusion, we believe that dermoscopy can be useful in the evaluation of a sebaceous nevus with suspected malignant transformation. The description of this case allows us to better define what type of dermoscopic features of BCC develop within such hamartomas.

Furthermore, we propose to evaluate whether the use of dermoscopy to monitor clinical lesions can assist in the early detection of tumor development, thereby permitting resection at the most appropriate time.
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